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Dear

,

Thank you for your email of 17 February 2020 which requested the following information:
Please provide me with a copy of the evaluation / lessons learned document (or equivalent)
prepared for the 'Autonomous Warrior 2018’ army warfighting experiment which took place in
November 2018.
I am treating your email as a request for information under the Freedom of Information (FOI) Act
2000. I can confirm that the Ministry of Defence (MOD) holds information in scope of your request.
There are two documents in scope of your request and copies are attached. The first document
was produced by the Army and offers a high-level summary of the Autonomous Warrior 2018
exercise. The second document is a more detailed summary report written by Qinetiq for Defence
Equipment & Support.
You should note that some of the information within the summary report falls within scope of
Section 26(1)(b) of the FOI Act (Defence). Section 26 is a qualified exemption, which means that
the information requested can only be withheld if the public interest in doing so outweighs the
public interest in disclosure. A public interest test was conducted which concluded that there is a
general public interest in the Autonomous Warrior exercise, in particular how the UK Armed Forces
are developing their capabilities to meet current and future threats. However, disclosure of detailed
information about the strengths and limitations of these capabilities, together with potential
operational tactics, would undermine current and future operations. Some details within the
summary report have therefore been withheld under Section 26(1)(b) of the FOI Act. I have set the
level of prejudice to the higher level of ‘would’.
In addition, some of the information within the summary report falls within scope of qualified
exemption Section 27(1) of the FOI Act (International Relations). In this instance, the public interest
test weighed the increased transparency regarding Government operations and a fuller
understanding of the Autonomous Warrior exercise against the impact on the UK’s relations with
the participating NATO partners. The balance of public interest lay in protecting UK relations with
other nations. I have set the level of prejudice to the higher level of ‘would’.
Some of the information also falls within scope of qualified exemption Section 43(2) of the FOI Act
(Commercial Interests). A public interest test was conducted which concluded that, while provision
of the information could offer a useful insight into current and future defence capabilities, disclosure
of specific strengths and limitations of equipment could undermine the commercial interests of the
companies involved by providing valuable information to competitors. Some details have also
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therefore been withheld under Section 43(2) of the FOI Act. I have set the level of prejudice as
‘would be likely to’.
Finally, some names and contact details in the summary report have been redacted as they fall
within scope of absolute exemption Section 40(2) of the FOI Act (personal information).
Under Section 16 of the FOI Act (advice and assistance), please note that, due to the current
coronavirus situation, we have limited facilities available to redact information in accordance with
our usual procedures. In order to ensure that you received your information on time, but taking
account of required security protocols, I have extracted the text that can be released into a new
document, rather than redacting the information in the original document, as would usually be the
case. This means that, regrettably, many of the page numbers referred to in the text are now
inaccurate. I have tried to make it clear where text has been redacted, but please let me know if
you have any queries or if anything is unclear.
If you are not satisfied with this response or you wish to complain about any aspect of the handling
of your request, then you should contact me in the first instance. If informal resolution is not
possible and you are still dissatisfied then you may apply for an independent internal review by
contacting the Information Rights Compliance team, Ground Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall,
SW1A 2HB (e-mail CIO-FOI-IR@mod.gov.uk). Please note that any request for an internal review
must be made within 40 working days of the date on which the attempt to reach informal resolution
has come to an end.
If you remain dissatisfied following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act.
Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD internal
review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of the Information
Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website, http://www.ico.org.uk.
Yours sincerely,
Pauline Boardman
DE&S Secretariat
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INTRODUCTION

In March 2019 the Army hosted the Autonomous Warrior
Exploitation Conference in the Science Museum, London.
The Minister for Defence Procurement opened the conference;
demonstrating the keen interest in and support for, the rapid
development and fielding of robotic and autonomous systems
in the British Army.
We hope you enjoy the booklet and are as enthused as we are
when you read about what we learnt and what we plan to do next.
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MINISTER FOR DEFENCE PROCUREMENT
STUART ANDREW MP
“Those astonishing systems have the ability to transform warfare.
On Autonomous Warrior, 71 new ideas were put through their paces.
Tested to the limit in the toughest conditions and environments,
I should know, I went to see the experiment in person.
After all that rigorous testing in Autonomous Warrior, we will now
be investing more to fast-track three ground breaking robotics
projects. Projects to help Defence stay ahead of the curve.
The MOD has always embraced pioneering technology and this
fund will ensure the UK stays at the forefront of global military
capabilities and ahead of our adversaries.”

TRANSFORMATION FUND KEY FACT 1
FOUR ROBOTIC AND AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS (RAS) £183 MILLION OVER THREE YEARS.
TRANSFORMATION FUND KEY FACT 2
BRITISH ARMY SPENDING ON RAS IS EXPECTED TO
GROW IN THE NEXT FOUR YEARS.

Army Warfighting Experiment

DIRECTOR CAPABILITY
MAJOR GENERAL CHRIS TICKELL CBE
“This new operating concept will drive how the Army optimises its
competitiveness, relevance and adaptability for the next decade and beyond.
Already the Army is engaged extensively around the globe. Land capability
continues to offer the unique role of decisive control and influence over
people and terrain.”
General Tickell CBE on the ‘New theory of Winning’ outlining the future
methodology for modern operations. He further outlined the Army’s ‘RAS
Roadmap’, Technology Demonstrators and the Army Research Priorities to be delivered over the next 4 years.

BRIGADIER KEVIN COPSEY OBE
HEAD FUTURE FORCE DEVELOPMENT
“The RAS Roadmap coheres three extant S&T projects and adds Exercise
AUTONOMOUS WARRIOR (LAND) as the capstone RAS experiment.
The aim is to identify how the Army can exploit developments in RAS
technology to deliver affordable operational capability in the short-medium
term (5-15 years).”
Brigadier Copsey on how the RAS roadmap will develop over the next five
years. Increases in spending are expected over the next 5 years to match
this roadmap.
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AWE

AUTONOMOUS WARRIOR (LAND)
EXPLOITATION

20

18

£183million

TRANSFORMATION FUND OPENED

4SYSTEMS

SofS

RAS ROAD MAP
LAUNCHED

LAUNCHES
TRANSFORMATION FUND

• MINI DRONES
• REMOTE FIGHTING VEHICLES
• AUTONOMOUS LOGISTICS
• ROBOTIC PLATOON VEHICLES

AWE 2019

AWE 2020

MUM -T AGILE
C3
MANNED - UNMANNED
TEAMING
AWE19 Lt Col Richard
CraigRichard.Craig117@mod.gov.uk
AWE20 Maj Jamie Woodsend
Jamie.Woodsend124@mod.gov.uk
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7 HYPOTHESES WERE TESTED ON EXERCISE AUTONOMOUS WARRIOR (LAND)

‘RAS will enable effective
break into or defence of
an urban environment,
reducing risk and
increasing operational
advantage against
a complex and
challenging threat.’
Yes, RAS will.

‘RAS will support better
and faster wide area
surveillance and
targeting and application
of precision effects.’
Yes, RAS will.

‘RAS will enable
dispersed forces.’
Yes, RAS will.

Army Warfighting Experiment

5
‘RAS can reduce own
force vulnerability to
UAS targeting of long
range fires and
swarming systems.’
There is some evidence
to suggest RAS will.
More experimentation
is required.

‘RAS will improve tempo
by enhancing mobility
and counter mobility. ’
Yes, RAS will.

‘RAS enables agile
command and control
of dispersed forces in a
contested environment.’
Insufficient material
from Exercise Autonomous
Warrior to prove or
disprove.
More experimentation
is required.

‘RAS improves the
effectiveness of combat
service and support and
enables self-sustainable
combat service
and support.’
There is some evidence
to suggest RAS will.
More experimentation
is required.
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REFLECTIONS FROM AUTONOMOUS WARRIOR LAND (18)

Respect the Physics

Stepping Stones are Good/Small Steps are Good

It is clear that the employment of unmanned air and ground
systems can provide immediate enhancements to Land
capability. However, these systems are still subject to the
laws of physics; which in some cases prevents the realisation
of novel concepts. In this sense one might conclude that the
application of ‘tactical art’ can be restricted by the reality of
‘tactical science’.

Operating unmanned vehicles is easier in the sky and water than it is on land,
particularly in complex terrain like urban environments. Increased levels of
autonomy in land platforms will offer new opportunities.

For example, the teleoperation of unmanned systems requires
access to a congested, cluttered, and often contested, part of
the electromagnetic spectrum which should be considered as
a finite resource. Challenges around the access to frequencies
and bandwidth therefore become important design drivers.
During tactical actions, spectrum management will be critical
and commanders must understand that they might need
to synchronise their use of unmanned systems in order to
avoid ‘frequency fratricide’. They must also understand how
decisions about bandwidth and power will effect the latency
and reliability of the control and feeds to and from unmanned
systems. In some situations, tethered control of unmanned
systems might be more appropriate than wireless control.

The development of unmanned systems and their control mechanisms is
developing at pace. Thus, a spiral approach to development, procurement and
fielding is required, recognising that technology refresh rates mean that product
lifecycles might be shorter than they have been. We must exploit opportunities
to enhance our capabilities as they present themselves, thus recognising that
pursuing 100% solutions hampers innovation, delays fielding and reduces/prevents
competitive advantage.
Manned and unmanned teaming is and will be an important part of future land
capability, even as levels of autonomy increase. To realise these benefits, the ratio
of operators to machines needs to decrease over time; one operator should be able
to control many machines. Whilst human operators will need to learn how to team
with machines, machines will also need to understand how to team with soldiers,
understanding concepts such as tactics, restraint, ethics and emotions.
We aspire to generate a decisive tactical offset through the employment of ‘small/
large, cheap and many’ unmanned systems. To realise this aspiration we need to
transition quickly from the current paradigm of ‘small/large, expensive and
therefore few’.

Army Warfighting Experiment

New Wine Might Need New Bottles

The Enemy Votes Too

Artificial intelligence, machine learning
and unmanned systems offer opportunities
to generate deceive advantage through the
employment of novel concepts, at the tactical,
operational and strategic levels.

Our potential adversaries also seek to generate
advantage through the employment of robotics and
autonomous systems. In addition to developing
effective counter-measures against these systems,
we should also consider how to manage the
potential vulnerabilities of our own systems.

Broad collaboration between users, industry,
allies, academia and the science and technology
community provides the best chance to realise
the benefits offered by robotics and autonomous
systems in the Land domain. Collaboration must
be frequent, broad and deep.

Noting that an adversary is unlikely to be able to
persistently dominate in all domains across an
area of operations, we should consider adopting
an appropriate risk management strategy that
allows us to exploit available technologies when
appropriate, noting that they might not be suitable
in some situations. Whilst we must identify those
systems that are critical and must be protected, we
must also identify those that aren’t. Choices about
the security classification of systems and their
protection from intercept will drive requirements
for encryption, potentially with an impact on
both latency and cost. We must be clear about
the impacts of these trades, not least because
cost matters and will have an impact on our
ability to generate relative mass. We should factor
redundancy into our systems and fleet numbers,
perhaps aspiring for a strategy of ‘small, cheap
and many’, rather than ‘small, exquisite, expensive
and still vulnerable’.

Small and medium sized enterprises tend to
be more agile than larger organisations and
have proven their ability to innovate rapidly.
But they often need larger companies to bring
a capability to market. Partnership, respect for
intellectual property and open architectures
will generate both military and strategic
opportunities. Closed architectures are the
enemy of innovation and will hamper our ability
to achieve interoperability with our allies.

In this sense, using these systems to
simply ‘digitalise the analogue’, a form of
substitution, is unlikely to unlock their fully
potential. Instead, we should expend effort to
explore ways in which these systems allow
us to augment our force, modify our ways,
perhaps even redefining our ends and ways
of achieving them.
Experimenting with these novel capabilities
is not easy and takes time because we are
naturally constrained by our experiences.
We must continue to provide opportunities
and venues where parties feel ‘free to
experiment’ and innovate together.

Play a Team Game
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AWE 19: MANNED - UNMANNED TEAMING (MUM-T)

Paring humans with Robotic and autonomous systems is the area most suited to
rapid development. This is commonly referred to as Human - Machine Teaming
or Manned Unmanned Teaming (MUM-T). This will be the focus for the Army
Warfighting Experiment in 2019.
Planned testing includes:
• Remotely operated or ‘autonomous wingman’ for either
1. A manned ground platform - AJAX or surrogate
2. A manned aviation platform - AH64 or surrogate
• Assess the technical feasibility
• Assess the cognitive burden on the manned platform’s crew

Dates
May 19: 		
Jul 19: 		
Aug 19 - Feb 20:
		
Mar 20: 		

Assessment and selection of winning bids
Contracts let with winning bidders
Technology demonstrator development supervised by DSTL
Technology demonstration

Army Warfighting Experiment
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AWE 20: AGILE COMMAND CONTROL & COMMUNICATIONS (AGILE C3)

Run by the Army at Brigade Headquarters level.

Explore how technology can:
• Improve decision making, including automation of some elements
• Improve processing, evaluation and dissemination of data
• Improve protection of HQs – both physical and cyber
• Improve the ability to command on the move
• Facilitate dispersed HQs
• Reduce HQ setup time and speed-up teardown
• Enable the reduction of personnel in Headquarters

Dates:
May 19:
May - Jul 19:
Jul 19:
Sep 19:
Oct 19:
Oct 19:
Jan - May 20:
Feb - May 20:
Oct - Nov 20:

Invitation to participate published
Industry bids submitted
Industry Day #1
Paper sift Assessment
Dragons’ Den Assessment
Industry Day #2
Demonstrations and tests
Detailed Exercise design
Main AWE 20 experiment
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We, the British Army,
are changing, adapting and developing
to ensure we are at the cutting edge
of battle winning tactics
and technology in
the 21st century.
2018 was an excellent year for
RAS in the British Army.
The RAS Roadmap has
been launched. We are
finalising a coherent
and resourced plan
to ensure we retain
our battle -winning edge.
The future belongs
to those that prepare
for it, and the British Army,
in conjunction with NATO
allies and Industry partners,
is leading the charge.

Army Warfighting Experiment

Forging the future is a team effort.
If you want to be part of it connect with us
@AWE18_AWL
#AWE18
#armyinnovation
#transformingdefence
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Executive Summary
Autonomous Warrior - Land (AW-L) was a Combined, Joint and Multinational experiment
and demonstration event, held on Salisbury Plain Training Area across four weeks in
November and December of 2018. AW-L was the main experiment within Army
Warfighting Experiment 2018 (AWE18), which assessed various industry supplied
Robotic and Autonomous Systems (RAS) utilised within tactical scenarios by Light Role,
Armoured and Mechanised Infantry, plus attachments, operating alone and within a
combined arms Battlegroup (BG). This report is a high level summary report, of
evidenced observations and insights into the effectiveness delivered (both positive and
negative) by the AWE18 capabilities against the seven AWE18 Hypotheses, listed
below.
•

Hypothesis 1: RAS will enable effective break into or defence of an urban
environment, reducing risk and increasing operational advantage against a complex
and challenging threat;

•

Hypothesis 2: RAS will support better & faster wide area surveillance and targeting
& application of precision effects;

•

Hypothesis 3: RAS will enable dispersed forces;

•

Hypothesis 4: RAS can reduce own force vulnerability to Unmanned Air System
targeting (of long range fires) and swarming systems;

•

Hypothesis 5: RAS will improve tempo by enhancing mobility and counter mobility;

•

Hypothesis 6: RAS enables agile Command and Control (C2) of dispersed forces in
a contested environment;

•

Hypothesis 7: RAS improves the effectiveness of Combat Service Support (CSS)
and enables self-sustainable CSS.

The RAS capabilities assessed at AW-L are each categorised within one (or more) of
the following main themes:
•

Unmanned Air System (UAS) Capabilities

•

Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) Capabilities

•

Enhanced Dismounted Situational Awareness, Battlespace Management Systems
and Communications (EDSA, BMS & comms) Capabilities

•

Counter UAS (CUAS) Capabilities

This report summarises against each hypothesis the effectiveness changes observed
from the utilisation of the RAS capabilities. In addition, against each theme the wider
effectiveness impacts are discussed, including the constraints and future considerations
for further experimentation and use.
AW-L was a successful experiment that met its objectives. The evidence provided
though experimentation supported all seven of the AWE18 Hypotheses, although this
evidence is limited for hypotheses 3, 4 and 6. There was no significant evidence to show
the hypotheses were false. Limitations included the capability provided (free of charge)
by industry, which did not necessarily align with the Hypotheses, constraints on the
experiment (e.g. real-estate limitations and safety considerations for flying) and
restricted comms integration.
[REDACTED: 9 PARAS]
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Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

The Army established the RAS Capability Spotlight [1] to focus on the
opportunities offered by rapid adoption of Robotic and Autonomous Systems
(RAS), with an aim to:
“Identify how the Army can exploit developments in RAS technology
through focused analysis, capability integration and experimentation to
deliver affordable operational capability in the short-medium term”.

1.1.2

A core component of this spotlight was the Army Warfighting Experiment 2018
(AWE18), the main element of which was Autonomous Warrior – Land (AW-L).
This was a Combined, Joint and Multinational, experiment and demonstration
event, held on Salisbury Plain Training Area (SPTA), across four weeks in
November and December of 2018.

1.2

Experiment Design

[REDACTED: 1 PARA AND DIAGRAM]

1.3

This Report

1.3.1

This report is a high level summary report, of evidenced observations and insights
into the effectiveness delivered (both positive and negative) by the AWE18
capabilities; these are reported against each of the seven AWE18 Hypotheses
(section 3 on page 10), as well as by each RAS capability theme (section 4 on
page 11).

1.3.2

This construct enables a reader who is not interested in all AWE18 Hypotheses or
all capability themes to focus their attention at that level without the need to
analyse and extract from the report. However, it also means there is a level of
duplication for those reading the whole report, as the same capability delivers to
more than one hypothesis and effectiveness is also summarised by capability
theme.

1.3.3

The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of the AWE18 equipment varied
considerably, with many systems concept demonstrators and prototypes. This
meant there were equipment challenges during the experiment when compared to
what would normally be experienced for a user experiment. In particular, there
were challenges with the robustness and reliability of systems, as well as
immaturity in design for elements such as the Human Machine Interface (HMI) and
integration. This report focusses on the capabilities delivered (when fully
functioning), and their potential effectiveness. However, each equipment downselected for assessment through AWE18 is also the subject of an individual
capability / system report, which goes into the detail of each system, including pan
DLOD impacts and their HMI. These reports are authored by the most appropriate
Army Trial and Development Unit (TDU) for that capability and should be referred
to for more detailed assessment of each system.

1.3.4

There are a large number of abbreviation used in this document, these are listed
within the List of Abbreviations at section 9 on page 17

2

AWE18 Experimentation

2.1

The Experiment

2.1.1

The observations described herein are framed within the context and constraints
of the experiment conducted, which incorporated:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tactical use of AWE18 capabilities down-selected for AW-L;
Employed by the following deployed elements:
−
A Light Role Infantry Platoon (LR Inf Pl), formed predominantly by US
Inf and including Royal Marine section;
−
A Mechanised (Mech) Inf Pl with MASTIFF (MAS) vehicles;
−
An Armoured (Armd) Inf Pl, with WARRIOR (WR);
−
With supporting attachments and detachments (Att/Det), including:
Fire Support Team (FST); Javelin (JAV); Engineer Troop (Engr Tp)
and Unmanned Air Vehicle Troop (UAV Tp);
−
Plus a Battlegroup (BG) Headquarters (HQ).
Employed at various levels, from section and Att/Det team use, up to
utilisation within a combined arms BG;
Utilised in combination with manned platforms within a Manned-Unmanned
Teaming (MUMT) context;
Within representative force-on-force tactical vignettes;
In offensive and defensive postures (AW-L incorporated an offensive force
opposed by a smaller defensive force, both of which were equipped with
AWE capabilities);
Within rural (including small urban, e.g. compounds), the urban of Copehill
Down Village (CDV) and the rural-urban fringe terrains;
Within the temperate climate of SPTA in November and December.
Data captured, based upon the categorisations from ‘Land Handbook Force Development Analysis and Experiment’ [4], is primarily Level 3
evidence1.

2.1.2

The experimentation was preceded, supported and informed by standalone
equipment assessments (level B assessments) conducted on each equipment by
the TDUs.

2.2

Capability Themes

2.2.1

The equipment experimented with during AWE18 has been grouped within the
following broad capability themes:
•
•
•

1

Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) Capabilities;
Unmanned Air System (UAS) Capabilities;
Enhanced Dismounted Situational Awareness, Battlespace Management
Systems and Communications (EDSA, BMS & comms) Capabilities;

Insights based on individuals’ expert judgement of issues examined in single events /
activities (e.g. a Military Judgement Panel (MJP) or one-off exercise)

•
•

Counter UAS (CUAS) Capabilities;
Other Capabilities.

2.2.2

For a description of each individual system utilised with AW-L, the capability
themes they sit within and lead TDU for the individual equipment reports, please
refer to Table A-1 of Appendix A. The following summarises the capabilities
delivered within each capability theme.

2.2.3

In grouping by theme there is some consequential overlap in the capabilities
described. This illustrates to a degree the power delivered by combinations and
the challenge of easily delineating the capability being delivered to a singular
theme. Where a capability sits in multiple themes it is listed against each.

2.2.4

UGV Capabilities

2.2.4.1

AW-L featured eleven different UGV systems, covering nano (n), mini (m), small
(s), medium (M) and heavy (H) platforms (further details of these categories is
included at Table A-3 on page 23), delivering the following capabilities
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Appliqué control, converting manned and unmanned vehicles, into UGVs
with a common remote control (RC) and/or tele-operated control systems at
mUGV, MUGV and HUGV (WR in-service Armd Inf Fighting Vehicle);
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR)
at Section (Sect), Platoon (Pl), Company (Coy) and Battlegroup (BG) levels,
incorporating Electro-Optic and Infra-red (EO/IR) sensors, mounted directly
on the UGV, on telescopic masts, and/or on a tethered UAS;
Load carriage and casualty evacuation (CASEVAC) / Lightweight Tactical
Mobility Platform (LTMP);
Weapons platforms: Distraction Device and a Remote Weapon Station
(RWS);
Mobile shield2;
Surface laid & ground sign Explosive Ordnance search, utilising EO/IR
camera;
Engineering plant (HUGVs).

2.2.5

UAS Capabilities

2.2.5.1

Thirteen different UASs were utilised within AW-L, covering Nano (n), Micro (µ),
Mini (m) and small (s) air platforms (further details of these categories in included
at Table A-2 on page 23), delivering the following capabilities
•
•
•
•
•

2

Aerial ISTAR at Sect-Pl (nUAS), Pl-Coy (µUAS) and BG (m-sUAS) with
EO/IR sensor payloads and tethered capabilities for extended endurance;
Generation of CAT1 targeting from UAS payload feeds;
Integration of nUAS feeds within DSA;
Elevated communications (comms) node;
Extended endurance elevated sensors (EO/IR) and comms node through
tethered mUAS;

This was an emulated capability with wooden panels providing cover from fire. A more
detailed assessment of the options for panels and their impact on the platforms load
carriage capability is recommended.

•

Explosive ordnance search (e.g. Minefield and sub-surface IED) utilising
µUAS and mUAS mounted Metallic Mine Detector (MMD) and Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) systems.

2.2.6

EDSA, BMS & comms Capabilities

2.2.6.1

Four different DSA systems were deployed on AW-L, as well as a multitude on
comms bearers (including four separate Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET)
networks) linking to Command and Control (C2) devices and BMS’, delivering the
following capabilities:
•

•
•
•
•

Enhanced DSA through the augmentation of a basic DSA capability with:
−
Helmet mounted display to enable head-up use, within the Pl;
−
Fused II/TI NVG with Augmented Reality (AR) injections from DSA for
commanders (Cmdrs) within the Pl;
−
DSA Integration with nUAS, providing downlink to Cmdrs within the Pl;
MANET radio systems, delivering voice and data connectivity;
MANET with UAS, UGV and ground (sensor, vehicle and person mounted)
communication nodes
Multiple comms integration (e.g. LTE, MANET, WiFi and BCIP);
Battlespace Management and Geographical Information Systems.

2.2.7

CUAS Capabilities

2.2.7.1

There were three CUAS systems deployed on AW-L, it should be noted that this
only included their Detect, Recognise, Identify (DRI) Warn and Track capabilities.
UAS counter measures were not deployed, [REDACTED: 1 SENTENCE].
•
•

UAS DRI, warn and track capabilities;
UAS defeat capabilities (only evaluated at BRISTOW).

2.2.8

Other Capabilities

2.2.8.1

In addition to the RAS Capabilities above, there were two additional capabilities
deployed on AW-L
•
•

3

Image recognition software3;
On-board vehicle electrical power management and monitoring.

This was not deployed within any tactical vignettes, instead it was briefly demonstrated
by the supplier during the experiment.

3

Effectiveness against Hypotheses

3.1

The following sections summarise the data gathered during AWE18 to provide
evidence against each of the seven AWE18 Hypotheses. Furthermore, it states
by capability theme and in general whether this evidence supports or undermines
each hypothesis. It should be noted that there is a degree of overlap between the
Hypotheses, with the same capability delivered effectiveness impact, affecting
more than one hypothesis. A lack of comment on a capability theme against any
hypothesis does not indicate no effectiveness change could be delivered, only that
it was not observed within the confines of AW(L).

3.2

Hypothesis 1: RAS will enable effective break into or defence or an urban
environment, reducing risk and increasing operational against a complex
and challenging threat

[REDACTED: 15 PARAS]
3.3

Hypothesis 2: RAS will support better & faster wide area surveillance and
targeting & application of precision effects

[REDACTED: 4 PARAS]
3.4

Hypothesis 3: RAS will enable dispersed forces

[REDACTED: 8 PARAS]
3.5

Hypothesis 4: RAS can reduce own force vulnerability to UAS targeting (of
long range fires) and swarming systems

[REDACTED: 3 PARAS]
3.6

Hypothesis 5: RAS will improve tempo by enhancing mobility and counter
mobility

[REDACTED: 11 PARAS]
3.7

Hypothesis 6: RAS enables agile C2 of dispersed forces in a contested
environment

[REDACTED: 4 PARAS]
3.8

Hypothesis 7: RAS improves the effectiveness of Combat Service Support
(CSS) and enables self-sustainable CSS

[REDACTED: 6 PARAS]

4

Effectiveness by Capability Theme

4.1

Measures of Effectiveness

4.1.1

Changes to effectiveness were gauged against Mission Measures of Effectiveness
(MMOEs) taken from [6]; these were a subjective comparison between the
baseline and enhanced configurations, as further detailed within [2] and [3]. Within
Table 4-1 on page 25, Table 4-2 on page 30, Table 4-3 on page 36, and Table 44 on page 41, the impact on effectiveness is rated against a Red, Amber, Green
(RAG) scale where generally positive (green), negative (red) or negligible (amber)
are indicated, those MMOEs not exercised for that capability within AW-L are
excluded from the tables.

4.2

UGV Capabilities

[REDACTED: 10 PARAS AND ONE TABLE]
4.3

UAS Capabilities

[REDACTED: 11 PARAS AND ONE TABLE]
4.4

Comms Capabilities, BMS & EDSA

[REDACTED: 19 PARAS AND ONE TABLE]
4.5

CUAS Capabilities

[REDACTED: 6 PARAS AND ONE TABLE]
4.6

Other Capabilities

[REDACTED: 3 PARAS]

5

Discussion

5.1

Combinations

5.1.1

What was clearly apparent during AW-L was that although individual capabilities
might increase effectiveness, the significant gains came from their use in
combination, both through MUMT approaches and through RAS capabilities used
together.

5.1.2

An example, based upon a RAS equipped Mech Inf Pl and pulled together from
activities and combinations observed during AW-L, is included at Appendix B on
page 24. This illustrates how µUAS, nUAS, CUAS, sUGV, EOD Search mUAS,
EDSA, and MANET comms, when used in combination with and by the Pl
delivered significant enhancements to their overall effectiveness.

5.1.3

To fully enable these combinations and the benefits they deliver across the BG
requires a suitably integrated SA, C2 and comms network at this level.

5.2

Autonomy Levels

5.2.1

The majority of RAS on AWE18 had relatively low levels of autonomy requiring
significant human operation and control, as opposed to tasking/programming and
the RAS executing through its own decisions making cycle. For example:
[REDACTED: 2 BULLET POINTS]

5.2.2

Low levels of autonomy also act as a barrier to fully effective and efficient
employment of the MUMT concept. The greater the level of autonomy the less of
a burden the unmanned element is on the manned element of the team, therefore
increased autonomy is a fundamental enabler for MUMT.

5.2.3

[REDACTED: 1 SENTENCE] However, the majority of the development in these
areas is being driven by the civilian market and aligns with their requirement.
[REDACTED: 1 SENTENCE]

5.3

Cognitive capacity

5.3.1

The relatively low levels of autonomy meant that most AWE18 systems required
permanent manning whilst operating, and this task was typically all consuming on
that individual’s attention. However, from the observations and reports captured
on AWE18, there appeared sufficient cognitive capacity within the troops to
effectively utilise RAS enhancements at the Pl level, even if this burden prevented
the operator from concurrently conducting other activates, and this additional
burden was considered by the users as a worthwhile trade. For example, on a
number of occasions Cmdrs highlighted the burden on the Pl of operating the
ISTAR RAS was less than that of operating in an ‘information vacuum’ and trying
to fill that void by conventional means, or accommodating multiple contingencies.

5.3.2

The general familiarity with modern technologies and willingness to experiment
was high with the troops. Nevertheless, to maximise effectiveness, multi-roling,
re-roling and upskilling, to accommodate the optimum employment of RAS
capabilities within the systems physical limitation, may need to be considered.

Increased technical knowhow and engineering sympathy, blended with tactical
acumen will be required to make the most of the capability provided and deliver
the necessary warfighting edge.
5.3.3.

At the BG HQ (which was significantly undermanned compared to a conventional
construct) there were multiple data feeds delivered from many (but not all) of the
AWE18 systems. [REDACTED: 3 SENTENCES]

5.3.4

[REDACTED: 1 PARA]

5.3.5

As the quantity and complexity of deployed systems increases, the cognitive
burden is likely to increase, although greater autonomy could mitigate some of
these challenges.

5.4

Concept of Employment

5.4.1

During AWE18 current doctrine was not observed as a barrier to RAS
employment. However, at the lower levels, the CONEMP with respect to some
capabilities (e.g. UGVs operating with Infantry) is still in its infancy and requires
significant development.

5.4.2

[REDACTED: 1 PARA]

5.4.3

The CONEMP and CONUSE needs to consider the combination of assets,
cognitive burden and impact of levels of Autonomy on these, as discussed in the
above paragraphs. The development also needs to be informed by the ‘art of the
possible’ within the realities of military operations and likely combinations of
capabilities, an area to which AW-L has helped to deliver understanding.

5.5

Experiments

5.5.1

AW-L was a successful experiment that met its objectives, however (and not
unexpected) there are limitations in what it could and did deliver, as discussed
below.

5.5.2

Human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulations are normally divided into Live, Virtual and
Constructive (LVC), with strengths and weaknesses identifiable within each (as
indicated in Table 5-1 below from Ref [7]), and a full picture only available through
a combination.
Table 5-1: Strengths and Weakness on LVC Simulations [7]

Live (HITL) Simulation

Virtual (HITL) Simulation

Future scenarios
representation

Future scenarios
representation

Constructive Simulation
(including analytic wargame)
Future scenarios
representation

Kinetic effect representation

Kinetic effect representation

Kinetic effect representation

C2 and SSA representation

C2 and SSA representation

C2 and SSA representation

Operational friction
representation

Operational friction
representation

Operational friction
representation

Constructive Simulation
(including analytic wargame)

Live (HITL) Simulation

Virtual (HITL) Simulation

Integration assessment
(esp. human factors issues)

Integration assessment
(esp. human factors issues)

Integration assessment

Interoperability assessment

Interoperability assessment

Interoperability assessment

CP representation

CP representation

CP representation

Experimental control

Experimental control

Experimental control

Ability to represent ODE
DLODs

Ability to represent ODE
DLODs

Ability to represent ODE
DLODs (via war-games)

Multiple runs / replication

Multiple runs / replication

Multiple runs / replication

Relative cost and resource
requirements

Relative cost and resource
requirements

Relative cost and resource
requirements

Relative speed of options
development

Relative speed of options
development

Relative speed of options
development

5.5.3

(esp. human factors issues)

AW-L was a live simulation whose strengths were around:
•
•
•
•

The integration and teaming of actual capabilities (the AWE18 equipment
supplied by industry) with personnel (the SETT), as opposed to extensive
simulation of conceptual systems;
The majority of AWE18 equipment directly delivered information, SA or load
carriage,. The few items delivering kinetic effects (e.g. the UGV with RWS)
were areas they could adequately be simulated within a live experiment;
The command, control and operation of these within tactical scenarios;
The effectiveness these could deliver, alongside the frictions occurring.

5.5.4

The majority of the benefits realised, came at the lower levels (e.g. Sect-Pl) where
the equipment was deployed, however these also deliver an increase in overall
effectiveness at the higher levels.

5.5.5

Benefits delivered directly to the BG and then cascade down were significantly
constrained, this was through a mixture of:
[REDACTED: 3 BULLET POINTS]

5.5.6

For future RAS experiments, the most appropriate mix of LVC Simulations needs
to be carefully considered to optimise the evidence gatherable in the most cost
effective and efficient manner. At the sub-unit level and below, and with human
centric concepts, especially involving infantry operating dismounted (whether they
are LR, Mech or Armd), and where these concepts physically exist and can be
used (or effectively simulated) within a live construct, then this is likely to continue
as the optimum tool for experimentation. Moving to to larger constructs (sub-unit
and above) and to more conceptual capabilities and or ones that are more difficult
to physically simulate or generate sufficient credible data to exercise them
effectively, then Virtual or Constructive become stronger candidates. However,
often these can be enhanced through low level Live Experiments to inform the art
of the possible. Constructive simulations can deliver low cost and rapid initial

assessments to inform initial thinking and de-risk subsequent more expensive Live
or Virtual activities.

6

Conclusions

6.1

AWE Hypotheses

6.1.1

AW-L has provided evidence that supports all seven of the AWE18 Hypotheses,
although this was very limited for hypotheses three, four and six. [REDACTED: 1
SENTENCE] but also to constraints on the experiment (e.g. Live Simulation
restrictions including real-estate limitations and safety considerations for flying)
and [REDACTED: REMAINDER OF SENTENCE]

6.1.2

It should also be noted that no prominent counter evidence against any of the
hypotheses emerged from AW-L.

6.1.3

The evidence gathered indicates that although improvements in effectiveness
came from single capabilities, the more notable gains were from combinations.
This includes from both working with personnel in MUMT constructs and from
combinations of RAS capabilities.

6.2

Capability Themes

[REDACTED: 8 PARAS]

7

Recommendations

7.1

Thematic

7.1.1

The main conclusion from AW-L is that RAS does deliver against the AWE18
Hypotheses. However, there were limitations in both the capabilities available and
what could be achieved within the constraints of this experiment. Therefore it is
recommended the MOD continues to invest in:
[REDACTED: 2 BULLET POINTS]

7.1.2

The most significant gains came from the uses of combinations of capabilities.
However, this is enabled by the individual capabilities; the following paragraphs
are capability specific recommendation drawn from this experiment.

7.2

Capability Specific
[REDACTED: 9 PARAS]
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A

AW-L Equipment

A.1

The following capability themes have been used for AW-L:
1.

Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGV);

2.

Unmanned Air Systems (UAS);

3.

Enhanced Dismounted Situational Awareness, Battlespace Management
Systems and Communications (EDSA, BMS & comms);

4.

Counter UAS (CUAS);

5.

Other;

Table A-1 below details the industry supplied equipment that participated within
the AW-L Experiment and the main Capability Themes in which they sit. For the
UAS and UGVs details on the categorisation used are included at Table A-2 on
page 23 (UAS) and Table A-3 on page 23 (UGV4).
Table A-1: AW-L Equipment
[REDACTED: DESCRIPTION COLUMN FROM TABLE]

4

#

Product Name
Supplier

Capability
Theme(s)

Lead
TDU

100

THeMIS + X-4 LE “Titan”
Milrem AS

UGV; UAS

ATDU

101

Simple Remote Command
and Control System (SRCC)
Thales UK

EDSA, BMS &
Comms

ITDU

108

Black Hornet 3 Vehicle
Reconnaissance System
(VRS)
FLIR Unmanned Aerial
Systems AS

UAS

ATDU

Image

With no common or widely accepted categorisation available for UGVs a bespoke
categorisation based around man-portability and DVLA categories has been used.

#

Product Name
Supplier

Capability
Theme(s)

Lead
TDU

109

Black Hornet 3 Personal
Reconnaissance System
(PRS)
FLIR Unmanned Aerial
Systems AS

UAS; EDSA,
BMS & Comms

ITDU

129

FLIR Ranger R20SS
RADAR
Beechwood Equipment Ltd

CUAS

RATDU

136

Harris Integrated Soldier
System (ISS)
Harris Corporation

EDSA, BMS &
Comms

ITDU

139

TITAN SENTRY
QinetiQ

UGV

ATDU

141

ArcGIS Online
Esri UK

EDSA, BMS &
Comms

CISTDU

143

OPTOnav Targeting
Forsberg Services Ltd

UAS

RATDU

150

Hybrid GENAIRCON
Intracom Defense
Electronics

Other

ATDU

Image

#

Product Name
Supplier

Capability
Theme(s)

Lead
TDU

153

ReconRobotics Throwbot 2
Beechwood Equipment

UGV

ITDU

159

Semi-Autonomous Tactical
Logistic Support
Communications
Domo Tactical
Communications Limited

EDSA, BMS &
Comms; UAS

CISTDU

160

Amulet UAS
Cobham Antenna Systems

UAS (EOD
Search)

RETDU

161

AR3 Net-ray
Tekever Ltd

UAS

RATDU

163

HAWK Tactical Hotspot
General Dynamics Mission
Systems UK

EDSA, BMS &
Comms

CISTDU

167

GPR Drone
DroneOps Ltd

UAS (EOD
Search)

RETDU

201

THeMIS CSS platform
Milrem AS

UGV

ATDU

202

HIPPO-X Modular UGS
Pearson Engineering
Limited (PEL)

UGV

CSSTDU

Image

#

Product Name
Supplier

Capability
Theme(s)

Lead
TDU

204

Polaris MRZR X
Polaris Britain Ltd

UGV

CSSTDU

211

Marionette Remote Control
System
Digital Concepts
Engineering (DCE) Ltd

UGV

ATDU

300

Land Airborne
Reconnaissance Enrichment
Services (LARES)
Lockheed Martin UK Integrated Systems
(LMUK IS)

UAS

RATDU

305

TITAN STRIKE
QinetiQ

UGV

ATDU

400

AUDS CMIC, SA + C-UAV
Chess Dynamics Ltd

CUAS

RATDU

402

DIGITAL CREW
Thales UK Ltd

Other

410

Drone Sentry
Beechwood Equipment Ltd

CUAS

RATDU

500

MIRA UGV Platform, MACE
3 on JCB 205T
HORIBA MIRA Ltd

UGV

RETDU

Image

#

Product Name
Supplier

Capability
Theme(s)

Lead
TDU

502

RAKKA 3000
Rakkatec Ltd

UGV

RETDU

600

StreamCaster Radio
C3IA Solutions Ltd

EDSA, BMS &
Comms

CISTDU

Image

In addition the Royal Navy’s 700X Naval Air Squadron had five different µUAS, four quadcopters and one fixed wing, available to them for demonstration and utilisation within the
experiment,. Specifically, a Parrot Disco (fixed wing), a DJI Mavic Pro, Two InstantEye UAS
(a Mk2 and a Mk3), and a GoPro Karma; with the InstantEyes and the GoPro being the most
prolifically used.
Table A-2: UAS Categories
UAS Common Taxonomy
Nano
(nUAS)
Micro
(µUAS)
Mini
(mUAS)
Small
(sUAS)
Medium / Tactical
(TUAS)
Large / Heavy
e.g. MALE, HALE, Strike, Combat

MTOW
Min

Max

NATO
Class

<200 g
200 g

Starting MAA
Category
Class I(a)

<2 kg

Class I(b)

Class I
2 kg

<20 kg

Class I(c)

20kg

<150 kg

Class I(d)

150 kg

<600 kg

>600 kg

Class II

Class II

Class II

Class II

Table A-3: UGV Categories
UGV
Taxonomy
Nano
(nUGV)
Micro
(µUGV)
Mini
(mUGV)
Small / Light
(sUGV)
Medium
(MUGV)
Heavy
(HUGV)

Description
Compact and light enough to be carried in a pouch by a soldier alongside their
normal CSups and without adding significant burden
Man-portable by a single soldier such as using a bespoke back-pack (e.g.
Dragon Runner)
Man-cartable over short distances by or across multiple persons (e.g. e.g. Talon
/ Wheelbarrow)
Too large / heavy to be carried, but smaller than a typical car (e.g. DVLA Cat A
and B1 vehicles)
Size and weight of a typical medium-large car (e.g. DVLA Cat B vehicle)
Size and weight of a large vehicle (e.g. DVLA Cat C vehicle)

B

Example RAS Vignette

B.1

This appendix describes a simple Vignette drawn together from activities and
combinations observed during AWE18. It demonstrates how the systems were
rarely used in isolation and how the significant benefit came from their use in
combinations and teamed with the troops.

B.2

The Mission

B.2.1

A RAS equipped Mech Inf Pl is tasked with identifying and clearing a route to an
objective compound for the BG to occupy later in the day. The Pl is equipped with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B.3

DSA System;
AR display for DSA;
DSA display of nUAS feed;
Man Portable µUAS;
A vehicle mounted telescopic mast CUAS system
A vehicle mounted nUAS with up to eight airframes (on the CUAS vehicle);
Man portable nUAS with two airframes (one EO one IR), using same
airframe as vehcle nUAS system, but with man portable controller;
an EOD Search mUAS with GPR;
a towable CSS sUGV;
MANET comms for all of the above.

Activities

[REDACTED: 15 PARAS]
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